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The 10th Biennial Meeting of APSSIR has been scheduled for 4-8 October 2005,
to be held in the popular world-class resort city of Cairns in Queensland,

Australia.

The Meeting will be hosted by the Keogh Institute for Medical Research, Perth, Western Australia, with
Ms Carolyn Earle, Sexologist and Administration Manager at the Institute as Chair of the Organizing
Committee and Dr. Kim Chew, Men’s Health Physician, putting together an interesting and innovative
Scientific Programme.

The Meeting, with its theme ‘Sexual Dysfunction: Old Problems - New Solutions’, will address a
comprehensive range of topics related to sexual problems affecting both genders. Many leading world and
regional opinion leaders and health professionals in sexual medicine and related medical and para-medical
disciplines have indicated a strong interest in the Meeting. A highly-regarded International/Asia-Pacific
Faculty has been confirmed.

A Call for Submission of Abstracts for presentation at the Meeting in various formats has just be made.

Cairns is located in the precincts of World Heritage-listed rainforests and the renown Great Barrier Reef.
The Cairns Convention Centre, the Meeting venue, has just won the 2004 Apex Award for World’s Best
Congress Centre, presented by the International Association of Congress Centres (AIPC). Delegates to the
Meeting will therefore also have ample opportunities for a huge variety of social, recreational and cultural
activities.

The Meeting will in addition provide an excellent opportunity for the pharmaceutical industry to highlight
and update its products and services for the modern management of sexual dysfunction.

APSSIR website:  www.apsir.org
The Meeting website:  www.promaco.com.au/conference/2005/apssir
The Meeting Secretariat at promaco@promaco.com.au

                                  ABOUT APSSIR
The Asia Pacific Society for Sexual & Impotence Research (APSSIR) has a very special and important

role as the peak organization for sexual medicine for a region occupying about a third of the world’s land
mass and supporting almost 60% of the world’s population.

APSSIR has a proud record of regularly held biennial meetings with robust scientific content of academic
standard par excellence.


